CIH staff meeting Monday 20th May 2019 1300-1400 In the Assembly area
CIH, ODH, 5th floor

Present: Bente, Elinor, Ingunn, Thorkild, David Sam, Hanne, Karen Marie, Astrid, Ana Lorena, Ane, Cathrine, Anne Berit (minutes).

Agenda:

GENERAL/RESEARCH

-Information from the CIH board meeting

Bente informed form the meeting with the CIH board. Minute form the board meeting here.

-Information from the meeting - Nordic network on global health

Astrid and Karen Marie informed form the network meeting in Copenhagen, Denmark. The Global Health network was established in 2017 with support from Norplus, and currently comprises seven universities from five Nordic countries. The University of Bergen now joins forces with other Nordic universities in an effort to further expand our course portfolio, and to benefit from the learning in other Nordic environments of higher education. Read more about courses available for guest students here: [https://www.uib.no/en/cih/120807/nordic-network-global-health](https://www.uib.no/en/cih/120807/nordic-network-global-health)

-What to do with OER commons – the platform for sharing educational resources

Bente and Ana presented a new webpage for teaching resources in Global health.

We did not have time for this topic and will come back to this in 2 weeks.

[https://www.oercommons.org/](https://www.oercommons.org/)

-Evaluation of the work environment / New questionnaire about the reorganization of IGS

Please take the time to answer an e-mail with questions that deal with your perceptions about the past year’s changes in the structure of IGS using this link [https://skjemaker.app.uib.no/view.php?id=6357604](https://skjemaker.app.uib.no/view.php?id=6357604)

(This is something else that the work environment survey you received earlier)

-New research projects coming up?

Due to lack of time this point was not discussed

-New publications (do tell us all)

None reported – no time

UGLE

-status for Undervisningsrengskapet

Sven Gudmund (in abscencia) remind everybody about deadline for filling in teaching actives by 24th of May.

-status for the new courses in the Master – Autumn 2019
Ingunn is organizing a 15 STP course in the fall and need teaching resources. Ingunn/Bente plans to hold a meeting with selected scientific staff 29/5 0900-1100.

- **status for Exams Master**

  Due to lack of time this point was not discussed

- **status for the PhD Midways**

  Due to lack of time this point was not discussed

- **status regarding new students Autumn 2019**

  Due to lack of time this point was not discussed
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